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An all-encompassing text that focuses on the fundamentals ofpower integrity
Power integrity is the study of power distribution from thesource to the load and
the system level issues that can occuracross it. For computer systems, these
issues can range from insidethe silicon to across the board and may egress into
other parts ofthe platform, including thermal, EMI, and mechanical. With a focus
on computer systems and silicon level powerdelivery, this book sheds light on the
fundamentals of powerintegrity, utilizing the author’s extensive background in
thepower integrity industry and unique experience in silicon powerarchitecture,
design, and development. Aimed at engineersinterested in learning the essential
and advanced topics of thefield, this book offers important chapter coverage of
fundamentalsin power distribution, power integrity analysis basics,system-level
power integrity considerations, power conversion incomputer systems, chip-level
power, and more. Fundamentals of Power Integrity for Computer Platforms
andSystems: Introduces readers to both the field of power integrity and
toplatform power conversion Provides a unique focus on computer systems and
silicon levelpower delivery unavailable elsewhere Offers detailed analysis of
common problems in theindustry Reviews electromagnetic field and circuit
representation Includes a detailed bibliography of references at the end ofeach
chapter Works out multiple example problems within each chapter Including
additional appendixes of tables and formulas,Fundamentals of Power Integrity for
Computer Platforms andSystems is an ideal introductory text for engineers of
powerintegrity as well as those in the chip design industry,specifically physical
design and packaging.
The #1 Practical Guide to Signal Integrity Design—Now Updated with Extensive
New Coverage! This book brings together up-to-the-minute techniques for
finding, fixing, and avoiding signal integrity problems in your design. Drawing on
his work teaching more than five thousand engineers, world-class signal and
power integrity expert Eric Bogatin systematically reviews the root causes of all
six families of signal integrity problems and shows how to design them out early
in the design cycle. This edition’s extensive new content includes a brand-new
chapter on S-parameters in signal integrity applications, and another on power
integrity and power distribution network design—topics at the forefront of
contemporary electronics design. Coverage includes A fully up-to-date
introduction to signal integrity and physical design How design and technology
selection can make or break the performance of the power distribution network
Exploration of key concepts, such as plane impedance, spreading inductance,
decoupling capacitors, and capacitor loop inductance Practical techniques for
analyzing resistance, capacitance, inductance, and impedance Solving signal
integrity problems via rules of thumb, analytic approximation, numerical
simulation, and measurement Understanding how interconnect physical design
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impacts signal integrity Managing differential pairs and losses Harnessing the full
power of S-parameters in high-speed serial link applications Ensuring power
integrity throughout the entire power distribution path Realistic design guidelines
for improving signal integrity, and much more Unlike books that concentrate on
theoretical derivation and mathematical rigor, this book emphasizes intuitive
understanding, practical tools, and engineering discipline. Designed for
electronics industry professionals from beginners to experts it will be an
invaluable resource for getting signal integrity designs right the first time, every
time.
The proposal of doubling the number of transistors on an IC chip (with minimum
costs and subtle innovations) every 24 months by Gordon Moore in 1965 (the socalled called Moore's law) has been the most powerful driver for the emphasis of
the microelectronics industry in the past 50 years. This law enhances lithography
scaling and integration, in 2D, of all functions on a single chip, increasingly
through system-on-chip (SOC). On the other hand, the integration of all these
functions can be achieved through 3D integrations . Generally speaking, 3D
integration consists of 3D IC packaging, 3D IC integration, and 3D Si integration.
They are different and mostly the TSV (through-silicon via) separates 3D IC
packaging from 3D IC/Si integrations since the latter two uses TSVs, but 3D IC
packaging does not. TSV (with a new concept that every chip or interposer could
have two surfaces with circuits) is the heart of 3D IC/Si integrations. Continued
technology scaling together with the integration of disparate technologies in a
single chip means that device performance continues to outstrip interconnect and
packaging capabilities, and hence there exist many difficult engineering
challenges, most notably in power management, noise isolation, and intra and
inter-chip communication. 3D Si integration is the right way to go and compete
with Moore's law (more than Moore versus more Moore). However, it is still a
long way to go. In this book, Fengyuan SUN proposes new substrate network
extraction techniques. Using this latter, the substrate coupling and loss in IC's
can be analyzed. He implements some Green/TLM (Transmission Line Matrix)
algorithms in MATLAB. It permits to extract impedances between any number of
embedded contacts or/and TSVS. He does investigate models of high aspect
ratio TSV, on both analytical and numerical methods electromagnetic
simulations. This model enables to extract substrate and TSV impedance, S
parameters and parasitic elements, considering the variable resistivity of the
substrate. It is full compatible with SPICE-like solvers and should allow an
investigation in depth of TSV impact on circuit performance.
The First Comprehensive, Example-Rich Guide to Power Integrity Modeling
Professionals such as signal integrity engineers, package designers, and system
architects need to thoroughly understand signal and power integrity issues in
order to successfully design packages and boards for high speed systems. Now,
for the first time, there's a complete guide to power integrity modeling: everything
you need to know, from the basics through the state of the art. Using realistic
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case studies and downloadable software examples, two leading experts
demonstrate today's best techniques for designing and modeling interconnects to
efficiently distribute power and minimize noise. The authors carefully introduce
the core concepts of power distribution design, systematically present and
compare leading techniques for modeling noise, and link these techniques to
specific applications. Their many examples range from the simplest (using
analytical equations to compute power supply noise) through complex systemlevel applications. The authors Introduce power delivery network components,
analysis, high-frequency measurement, and modeling requirements Thoroughly
explain modeling of power/ground planes, including plane behavior, lumped
modeling, distributed circuit-based approaches, and much more Offer in-depth
coverage of simultaneous switching noise, including modeling for return currents
using time- and frequency-domain analysis Introduce several leading timedomain simulation methods, such as macromodeling, and discuss their
advantages and disadvantages Present the application of the modeling methods
on several advanced case studies that include high-speed servers, high-speed
differential signaling, chip package analysis, materials characterization,
embedded decoupling capacitors, and electromagnetic bandgap structures This
book's system-level focus and practical examples will make it indispensable for
every student and professional concerned with power integrity, including
electrical engineers, system designers, signal integrity engineers, and materials
scientists. It will also be valuable to developers building software that helps to
analyze high-speed systems.
Embedded Systems: A Contemporary Design Tool, Second Edition Embedded
systems are one of the foundational elements of today’s evolving and growing
computer technology. From operating our cars, managing our smart phones,
cleaning our homes, or cooking our meals, the special computers we call
embedded systems are quietly and unobtrusively making our lives easier, safer,
and more connected. While working in increasingly challenging environments,
embedded systems give us the ability to put increasing amounts of capability into
ever-smaller and more powerful devices. Embedded Systems: A Contemporary
Design Tool, Second Edition introduces you to the theoretical hardware and
software foundations of these systems and expands into the areas of signal
integrity, system security, low power, and hardware-software co-design. The text
builds upon earlier material to show you how to apply reliable, robust solutions to
a wide range of applications operating in today’s often challenging environments.
Taking the user’s problem and needs as your starting point, you will explore
each of the key theoretical and practical issues to consider when designing an
application in today’s world. Author James Peckol walks you through the formal
hardware and software development process covering: Breaking the problem
down into major functional blocks; Planning the digital and software architecture
of the system; Utilizing the hardware and software co-design process; Designing
the physical world interface to external analog and digital signals; Addressing
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security issues as an integral part of the design process; Managing signal
integrity problems and reducing power demands in contemporary systems;
Debugging and testing throughout the design and development cycle; Improving
performance. Stressing the importance of security, safety, and reliability in the
design and development of embedded systems and providing a balanced
treatment of both the hardware and the software aspects, Embedded Systems: A
Contemporary Design Tool, Second Edition gives you the tools for creating
embedded designs that solve contemporary real-world challenges.
Power Integrity Analysis and Management for Integrated CircuitsPrentice Hall
As demand for on-chip functionalities and requirements for low power operation
continue to increase as a result of the emergence in mobile, wearable and
internet-of-things (IoT) products, 3D/2.5D have been identified as an inevitable
path moving forward. As circuits become more and more complex, especially
three-dimensional ones, new insights have to be developed in many domains,
including electrical, thermal, noise, interconnects, and parasites. It is the
entanglement of such domains that begins the very key challenge as we enter in
3D nano-electronics. This book aims to develop this new paradigm, going to a
synthesis beginning between many technical aspects.
A professional guide to the fundamentals of power integrity analysis with an emphasis
on silicon level power integrity Power Integrity for Electrical and Computer Engineers
embraces the most recent changes in the field, offers a comprehensive introduction to
the discipline of power integrity, and provides an overview of the fundamental
principles. Written by noted experts on the topic, the book goes beyond most other
resources to focus on the detailed aspects of silicon and optimization techniques in
order to broaden the field of study. This important book offers coverage of a wide range
of topics including signal analysis, EM concepts for PI, frequency domain analysis for
PI, numerical methods (overview) for PI, and silicon device PI modeling. Power Integrity
for Electrical and Computer Engineers examine platform technologies, system
considerations, power conversion, system level modeling, and optimization
methodologies. To reinforce the material presented, the authors include example
problems. This important book: • Includes coverage on convergence, accuracy, and
error analysis and explains how these can be used to analyze power integrity problems
• Contains information for modeling the power converter from the PDN to the load in a
full system level model • Explores areas of device level modeling of silicon as related to
power integrity • Contains example word problems that are related to an individual
chapter’s subject Written for electrical and computer engineers and academics, Power
Integrity for Electrical and Computer Engineers is an authoritative guide to the
fundamentals of power integrity and explores the topics of power integrity analysis,
power integrity analytics, silicon level power integrity, and optimization techniques.
Advanced Packaging serves the semiconductor packaging, assembly and test industry.
Strategically focused on emerging and leading-edge methods for manufacturing and
use of advanced packages.
Before putting digital systems for information technology or telecommunication
applications on the market, an essential requirement is to perform tests in order to
comply with the limits of radiated emission imposed by the standards. This book
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provides an investigation into signal integrity (SI) and electromagnetic interference
(EMI) problems. Topics such as reflections, crosstalk, switching noise and radiated
emission (RE) in high-speed digital systems are covered, which are essential for IT and
telecoms applications. The highly important topic of modelling is covered which can
reduce costs by enabling simulation data to demonstrate that a product meets design
specifications and regulatory limits. According to the new European EMC directive, this
can help to avoid the expensive use of large semi-anechoic chambers or open area test
sites for radiated emission assessments. Following a short introduction to signalling and
radiated interference in digital systems, the book provides a detailed characterization of
logic families in terms of static and dynamic characteristic useful for modelling
techniques. Crosstalk in multi-coupled line structures are investigated by analytical,
graphical and circuit-based methods, and techniques to mitigate these phenomena are
provided. Grounding, filtering and shielding with multilayer PCBs are also examined
and design rules given. Written by authors with extensive experience in industry and
academia. Explains basic conceptual problems from a theoretical and practical point of
view by using numerous measurements and simulations. Presents models for
mathematical and SPICE-like circuit simulators. Provides examples of using full-wave
codes for SI and RE investigations. Companion website containing lists of codes and
sample material. Signal Integrity and Radiated Emission of High-Speed Digital Systems
is a valuable resource to industrial designers of information technology,
telecommunication equipment and automation equipment as well as to development
engineers. It will also be of interest to managers and designers of consumer
electronics, and researchers in electronics.
Foreword by Joungho Kim The Hands-On Guide to Power Integrity in Advanced
Applications, from Three Industry Experts In this book, three industry experts introduce
state-of-the-art power integrity design techniques for today’s most advanced digital
systems, with real-life, system-level examples. They introduce a powerful approach to
unifying power and signal integrity design that can identify signal impediments earlier,
reducing cost and improving reliability. After introducing high-speed, single-ended and
differential I/O interfaces, the authors describe on-chip, package, and PCB power
distribution networks (PDNs) and signal networks, carefully reviewing their interactions.
Next, they walk through end-to-end PDN and signal network design in frequency
domain, addressing crucial parameters such as self and transfer impedance. They
thoroughly address modeling and characterization of on-chip components of PDNs and
signal networks, evaluation of power-to-signal coupling coefficients, analysis of
Simultaneous Switching Output (SSO) noise, and many other topics. Coverage
includes The exponentially growing challenge of I/O power integrity in high-speed digital
systems PDN noise analysis and its timing impact for single-ended and differential
interfaces Concurrent design and co-simulation techniques for evaluating all power
integrity effects on signal integrity Time domain gauges for designing and optimizing
components and systems Power/signal integrity interaction mechanisms, including
power noise coupling onto signal trace and noise amplification through signal
resonance Performance impact due to Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), crosstalk, and
SSO noise, as well as their interactions Validation techniques, including low impedance
VNA measurements, power noise measurements, and characterization of power-tosignal coupling effects Power Integrity for I/O Interfaces will be an indispensable
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resource for everyone concerned with power integrity in cutting-edge digital designs,
including system design and hardware engineers, signal and power integrity engineers,
graduate students, and researchers.
The second of two volumes in the Electronic Design Automation for Integrated Circuits
Handbook, Second Edition, Electronic Design Automation for IC Implementation, Circuit
Design, and Process Technology thoroughly examines real-time logic (RTL) to GDSII (a
file format used to transfer data of semiconductor physical layout) design flow,
analog/mixed signal design, physical verification, and technology computer-aided
design (TCAD). Chapters contributed by leading experts authoritatively discuss design
for manufacturability (DFM) at the nanoscale, power supply network design and
analysis, design modeling, and much more. New to This Edition: Major updates
appearing in the initial phases of the design flow, where the level of abstraction keeps
rising to support more functionality with lower non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs
Significant revisions reflected in the final phases of the design flow, where the
complexity due to smaller and smaller geometries is compounded by the slow progress
of shorter wavelength lithography New coverage of cutting-edge applications and
approaches realized in the decade since publication of the previous edition—these are
illustrated by new chapters on 3D circuit integration and clock design Offering improved
depth and modernity, Electronic Design Automation for IC Implementation, Circuit
Design, and Process Technology provides a valuable, state-of-the-art reference for
electronic design automation (EDA) students, researchers, and professionals.
This book presents cutting-edge work on real-time modelling and processing, a highly
active research field in both the research and industrial domains. Going beyond
conventional real-time systems, major efforts are required to develop accurate and
computational efficient real-time modelling algorithms and design automation tools that
reflect the technological advances in high-speed and ultra-low-power transceiver
communication architectures based on nanoscale devices. The book addresses basic
and more advanced topics, such as I/O buffer circuits for ensuring reliable chip-to-chip
communication, I/O buffer behavioural modelling, multiport empirical models for
memory interfaces, compact behavioural modelling for memristive devices, and
resource reservation modelling for distributed embedded systems. The respective
chapters detail new research findings, new models, algorithms, implementations and
simulations of the above-mentioned topics. As such, the book will help both graduate
students and researchers understand the latest research into real-time modelling and
processing.
Modeling, Analysis, Design and Testing for Electronics Packaging Beyond Moore
provides an overview of electrical, thermal and thermomechanical modeling, analysis,
design and testing for 2.5D/3D. The book addresses important topics, including
electrically and thermally induced issues, such as EMI and thermal issues, which are
crucial to package signal and thermal integrity. It also covers modeling methods to
address thermomechanical stress related to the package structural integrity. In addition,
practical design and test techniques for packages and systems are included. Includes
advanced modeling and analysis methods and techniques for state-of-the art
electronics packaging Features experimental characterization and qualifications for the
analysis and verification of electronic packaging design Provides multiphysics modeling
and analysis techniques of electronic packaging
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Emerging Topics in Computational Electromagnetics in Computational
Electromagnetics presents advances in Computational Electromagnetics. This book is
designed to fill the existing gap in current CEM literature that only cover the
conventional numerical techniques for solving traditional EM problems. The book
examines new algorithms, and applications of these algorithms for solving problems of
current interest that are not readily amenable to efficient treatment by using the existing
techniques. The authors discuss solution techniques for problems arising in
nanotechnology, bioEM, metamaterials, as well as multiscale problems. They present
techniques that utilize recent advances in computer technology, such as parallel
architectures, and the increasing need to solve large and complex problems in a time
efficient manner by using highly scalable algorithms.
Consistently Design PDNs That Deliver Reliable Performance at the Right Cost Too
often, PDN designs work inconsistently, and techniques that work in some scenarios
seem to fail inexplicably in others. This book explains why and presents realistic
processes for getting PDN designs right in any new product. Drawing on 60+ years of
signal and power integrity experience, Larry Smith and Eric Bogatin show how to
manage noise and electrical performance, and complement intuition with analysis to
balance cost, performance, risk, and schedule. Throughout, they distill the essence of
complex real-world problems, quantify core principles via approximation, and apply
them to specific examples. For easy usage, dozens of key concepts and observations
are highlighted as tips and listed in quick, chapter-ending summaries. Coverage
includes • A practical, start-to-finish approach to consistently meeting PDN
performance goals • Understanding how signals interact with interconnects •
Identifying root causes of common problems, so you can avoid them • Leveraging
analysis tools to efficiently explore design space and optimize tradeoffs • Analyzing
impedance-related properties of series and parallel RLC circuits • Measuring low
impedance for components and entire PDN ecologies • Predicting loop inductance from
physical design features • Reducing peak impedances from combinations of capacitors
• Understanding power and ground plane properties in the PDN interconnect • Taming
signal integrity problems when signals change return planes • Reducing peak
impedance created by on-die capacitance and package lead inductance • Controlling
transient current waveform interactions with PDN features • Simple spreadsheet-based
analysis techniques for quickly creating first-pass designs This guide will be
indispensable for all engineers involved in PDN design, including product, board, and
chip designers; system, hardware, component, and package engineers; power supply
designers, SI and EMI engineers, sales engineers, and their managers.
Offers an overview of state of the art passive macromodeling techniques with an
emphasis on black-box approaches This book offers coverage of developments in
linear macromodeling, with a focus on effective, proven methods. After starting with a
definition of the fundamental properties that must characterize models of physical
systems, the authors discuss several prominent passive macromodeling algorithms for
lumped and distributed systems and compare them under accuracy, efficiency, and
robustness standpoints. The book includes chapters with standard background material
(such as linear time-invariant circuits and systems, basic discretization of field
equations, state-space systems), as well as appendices collecting basic facts from
linear algebra, optimization templates, and signals and transforms. The text also covers
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more technical and advanced topics, intended for the specialist, which may be skipped
at first reading. Provides coverage of black-box passive macromodeling, an approach
developed by the authors Elaborates on main concepts and results in a mathematically
precise way using easy-to-understand language Illustrates macromodeling concepts
through dedicated examples Includes a comprehensive set of end-of-chapter problems
and exercises Passive Macromodeling: Theory and Applications serves as a reference
for senior or graduate level courses in electrical engineering programs, and to
engineers in the fields of numerical modeling, simulation, design, and optimization of
electrical/electronic systems. Stefano Grivet-Talocia, PhD, is an Associate Professor of
Circuit Theory at the Politecnico di Torino in Turin, Italy, and President of IdemWorks.
Dr. Grivet-Talocia is author of over 150 technical papers published in international
journals and conference proceedings. He invented several algorithms in the area of
passive macromodeling, making them available through IdemWorks. Bjørn Gustavsen,
PhD, is a Chief Research Scientist in Energy Systems at SINTEF Energy Research in
Trondheim, Norway. More than ten years ago, Dr. Gustavsen developed the original
version of the vector fitting method with Prof. Semlyen at the University of Toronto. The
vector fitting method is one of the most widespread approaches for model extraction.
Dr. Gustavsen is also an IEEE fellow.
With the advance of semiconductors and ubiquitous computing, the use of system-on-achip (SoC) has become an essential technique to reduce product cost. With this
progress and continuous reduction of feature sizes, and the development of very largescale integration (VLSI) circuits, addressing the harder problems requires fundamental
understanding of circuit and layout design issues. Furthermore, engineers can often
develop their physical intuition to estimate the behavior of circuits rapidly without relying
predominantly on computer-aided design (CAD) tools. Introduction to VLSI Systems: A
Logic, Circuit, and System Perspective addresses the need for teaching such a topic in
terms of a logic, circuit, and system design perspective. To achieve the abovementioned goals, this classroom-tested book focuses on: Implementing a digital system
as a full-custom integrated circuit Switch logic design and useful paradigms that may
apply to various static and dynamic logic families The fabrication and layout designs of
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) VLSI Important issues of modern
CMOS processes, including deep submicron devices, circuit optimization, interconnect
modeling and optimization, signal integrity, power integrity, clocking and timing, power
dissipation, and electrostatic discharge (ESD) Introduction to VLSI Systems builds an
understanding of integrated circuits from the bottom up, paying much attention to logic
circuit, layout, and system designs. Armed with these tools, readers can not only
comprehensively understand the features and limitations of modern VLSI technologies,
but also have enough background to adapt to this ever-changing field.
This is the eBook version of the printed book. If the print book includes a CD-ROM, this
content is not included within the eBook version. New Techniques and Tools for
Ensuring On-Chip Power Integrity-Down to Nanoscale As chips continue to scale,
power integrity issues are introducing unexpected project complexity and cost. In this
book, two leading industry innovators thoroughly discuss the power integrity challenges
that engineers face in designing at nanoscale levels, introduce new analysis and
management techniques for addressing these issues, and provide breakthrough tools
for hands-on.
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High speed, high densities and system-in-packages play an important role in
microelectronics. Taking advantage of process technology improvements,
semiconductor vendors are increasing device densities which increases demand on
total current delivery. In this case, electrical integrity which includes signal integrity,
power integrity and electromagnetic interference, is a major issue. Signal integrity
assures acceptable quality of signals within the system, such as transmission line
effects, cross talk, impedance mismatch. Power integrity assures acceptable quality of
power delivery within the system, such as voltage drop, high impedance, parasitic via
inductances, noise coupling are the most significant challenges for a semiconductor
device designer. The increasingly rigorous noise requirements and timing issues
require more predictive signal integrity and power integrity analysis to meet the market
demand. A robust power distribution network (PDN) is fundamental to the enhanced
performance and reliable operation of high-speed and dense microelectronics. The
designer must consider proper fabrication and advanced packaging system along with
the design techniques to address signal and power integrity issues. Efficient design of
the microelectronic system is a multi-variate optimization problem across numerous
parameters such as, voltage tolerance, AC current demand, impedance profiles, and
package parasitics. In addition, simulation is important to achieve the optimal solution.
Simulation can reduce the cost and production time significantly, especially for new
product development. Therefore, signal and power integrity simulation is becoming an
integral and essential part of the package design and development flow. In this thesis,
three PCB boards included (1) no trace, (2) with trace, and (3) with trace and vias, were
designed to characterize the simplest versions of power distribution network (PDN)
using differential S parameters. Since PDNs can be extremely complex, that requires
advanced levels of laboratory setups and high performance computational capabilities
which were not in the scope of this work. These three designs were fabricated and
measured using Network Analyzer N5225A. The three PDN designs were modeled and
simulations were conducted using Ansys HFSS. Ansys HFSS is a full wave
electromagnetic field simulator for 3D volumetric modeling of passive devices. Ansys
HFSS utilizes adaptive iterative solution process using finite element method and
provides highly accurate solutions. From the simulations, S parameters and Z
parameters of the three PDN models were obtained and differential S parameters were
calculated. The results obtained from the simulations were compared with the
measured S parameters, Z parameters and differential S parameters. The simulation
and measurement data of the three models agreed well up to 1.5 GHz. But with the
increasing frequency over 1.5 GHz, a discrepancy between the simulation and
measurement data were observed. This may be due to calibration issues with the
increasing frequency during measurements. Since the simulation was validated with the
measurement data up to 1.5 GHz, these simulation models can further be used with
added complex features such as VRM, decoupling capacitors and other elements. and
can predict the more complex signal and power integrity characteristics.
An advanced reference documenting, in detail, every step of a real System-in-Package
(SiP) design flow Written by an engineer at the leading edge of SiP design and
implementation, this book demonstrates how to design SiPs using Mentor EE Flow. Key
topics covered include wire bonding, die stacks, cavity, flip chip and RDL (redistribution
layer), Embedded Passive, RF design, concurrent design, Xtreme design, 3D real-time
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DRC (design rule checking), and SiP manufacture. Extensively illustrated throughout,
System in Package Design and Simulation covers an array of issues of vital concern for
SiP design and fabrication electronics engineers, as well as SiP users, including: Cavity
and sacked dies design FlipChip and RDL design Routing and coppering 3D Real-Time
DRC check SiP simulation technology Mentor SiP Design and Simulation Platform
Designed to function equally well as a reference, tutorial, and self-study, System in
Package Design and Simulation is an indispensable working resource for every SiP
designer, especially those who use Mentor design tools.
"Power integrity is the study of power distribution from the source to the load and the system
level issues that can occur across it. For computer systems, these issues can range from
inside the silicon to across the board and may egress into other parts of the platform, including
thermal, EMI, and mechanical. With a focus on computer systems and silicon level power
delivery, this book sheds light on the fundamentals of power integrity, utilizing the author's
extensive background in the power integrity."--Provided by publisher.
Through Silicon Via (TSV) is a key technology for realizing three-dimensional integrated
circuits (3D ICs) for future high-performance and low-power systems with small form factors.
This book covers both qualitative and quantitative approaches to give insights of modeling TSV
in a various viewpoints such as signal integrity, power integrity and thermal integrity. Most of
the analysis in this book includes simulations, numerical modelings and measurements for
verification. The author and co-authors in each chapter have studied deep into TSV for many
years and the accumulated technical know-hows and tips for related subjects are
comprehensively covered.
This book explores the challenges and presents best strategies for designing Through-Silicon
Vias (TSVs) for 3D integrated circuits. It describes a novel technique to mitigate TSV-induced
noise, the GND Plug, which is superior to others adapted from 2-D planar technologies, such
as a backside ground plane and traditional substrate contacts. The book also investigates, in
the form of a comparative study, the impact of TSV size and granularity, spacing of C4
connectors, off-chip power delivery network, shared and dedicated TSVs, and coaxial TSVs on
the quality of power delivery in 3-D ICs. The authors provide detailed best design practices for
designing 3-D power delivery networks. Since TSVs occupy silicon real-estate and impact
device density, this book provides four iterative algorithms to minimize the number of TSVs in a
power delivery network. Unlike other existing methods, these algorithms can be applied in
early design stages when only functional block- level behaviors and a floorplan are available.
Finally, the authors explore the use of Carbon Nanotubes for power grid design as a futuristic
alternative to Copper.
Written by prominent experts in the field, this authoritative new resource provides guidelines for
performing a wide variety of Vector Network Analyzers (VNA) measurements. The capabilities
and limitations of modern VNA in the context of challenging real-world applications are
explained, as well as insights for optimizing test setups and instrument settings, making
accurate measurements and, equally important, avoiding costly mistakes. Organized by topic,
the readers can focus on chapters covering particular measurement challenges. Application
topics include linear and non-linear measurements of passive and active devices, frequency
converting devices, and special considerations for high-power, high-gain, and pulsed devices.
Signal Integrity and time-domain reflectometry are covered, as well as emerging applications at
millimeter-wave frequencies driven by 5G and automotive radar. Waveguide is presented, with
emphasis on understanding guided-wave propagation and the associated calculations required
for creating calibration standards. Each application is supported by illustrations that help
explain key concepts and VNA screenshots are used to show both expected and, in some
cases, unexpected results. This book equips engineers and lab technicians to better
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understand these important instruments, and effectively use them to develop the technologies
that drive our world.
Issues in Electronics Research and Application: 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook
that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Electronics Research
and Application. The editors have built Issues in Electronics Research and Application: 2011
Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information
about Electronics Research and Application in this eBook to be deeper than what you can
access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant.
The content of Issues in Electronics Research and Application: 2011 Edition has been
produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled,
and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now
have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is
available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
The power consumption of microprocessors is one of the most important challenges of highperformance chips and portable devices. In chapters drawn from Piguet's recently published
Low-Power Electronics Design, Low-Power CMOS Circuits: Technology, Logic Design, and
CAD Tools addresses the design of low-power circuitry in deep submicron technologies. It
provides a focused reference for specialists involved in designing low-power circuitry, from
transistors to logic gates. The book is organized into three broad sections for convenient
access. The first examines the history of low-power electronics along with a look at emerging
and possible future technologies. It also considers other technologies, such as
nanotechnologies and optical chips, that may be useful in designing integrated circuits. The
second part explains the techniques used to reduce power consumption at low levels. These
include clock gating, leakage reduction, interconnecting and communication on chips, and
adiabatic circuits. The final section discusses various CAD tools for designing low-power
circuits. This section includes three chapters that demonstrate the tools and low-power design
issues at three major companies that produce logic synthesizers. Providing detailed
examinations contributed by leading experts, Low-Power CMOS Circuits: Technology, Logic
Design, and CAD Tools supplies authoritative information on how to design and model for high
performance with low power consumption in modern integrated circuits. It is a must-read for
anyone designing modern computers or embedded systems.
Issues in Electronic Circuits, Devices, and Materials: 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™
eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Electronic
Circuits, Devices, and Materials. The editors have built Issues in Electronic Circuits, Devices,
and Materials: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can
expect the information about Electronic Circuits, Devices, and Materials in this eBook to be
deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Electronic Circuits, Devices, and Materials:
2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts,
research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all
of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available
exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and
credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Issues in Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring, Imaging, and Remote Sensing Technology:
2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and
comprehensive information about Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring, Imaging, and Remote
Sensing Technology. The editors have built Issues in Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring,
Imaging, and Remote Sensing Technology: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of
ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring,
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Imaging, and Remote Sensing Technology in this eBook to be deeper than what you can
access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant.
The content of Issues in Analysis, Measurement, Monitoring, Imaging, and Remote Sensing
Technology: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers,
analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and
available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence,
and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
The design of today's semiconductor chips for various applications, such as
telecommunications, poses various challenges due to the complexity of these systems. These
highly complex systems-on-chips demand new approaches to connect and manage the
communication between on-chip processing and storage components and networks on chips
(NoCs) provide a powerful solution. This book is the first to provide a unified overview of NoC
technology. It includes in-depth analysis of all the on-chip communication challenges, from
physical wiring implementation up to software architecture, and a complete classification of
their various Network-on-Chip approaches and solutions. * Leading-edge research from worldrenowned experts in academia and industry with state-of-the-art technology
implementations/trends * An integrated presentation not currently available in any other book *
A thorough introduction to current design methodologies and chips designed with NoCs
New Techniques and Tools for Ensuring On-Chip Power Integrity—Down to Nanoscale As chips
continue to scale, power integrity issues are introducing unexpected project complexity and
cost. In this book, two leading industry innovators thoroughly discuss the power integrity
challenges that engineers face in designing at nanoscale levels, introduce new analysis and
management techniques for addressing these issues, and provide breakthrough tools for
hands-on problem solving. Raj Nair and Dr. Donald Bennett first provide a complete
foundational understanding of power integrity, including ULSI issues, practical aspects of
power delivery, and the benefits of a total power integrity approach to optimizing chip physical
designs. They introduce advanced power distribution network modeling, design, and analysis
techniques that highlight abstraction and physics-based analysis, while also incorporating
traditional circuit- and field-solver based approaches. They also present advanced techniques
for floorplanning and power integrity management, and help designers anticipate emerging
challenges associated with increased integration. Anasim RLCSim.exe, a new tool for power
integrity aware floorplanning, is downloadable for free at anasim.com/category/software. The
authors Systematically explore power integrity implications, analysis, and management for
integrated circuits Present practical examples and industry best practices for a broad spectrum
of chip design applications Discuss distributed and high-bandwidth voltage regulation,
differential power path design, and the significance of on-chip inductance to power integrity
Review both traditional and advanced modeling techniques for integrated circuit power integrity
analysis, and introduce continuum modeling Explore chip, package, and board interactions for
power integrity and EMI, and bring together industry best practices and examples Introduce
advanced concepts for power integrity management, including non-linear capacitance devices,
impedance modulation, and active noise regulation Power Integrity Analysis and Management
for Integrated Circuits’ coverage of both fundamentals and advanced techniques will make this
book indispensable to all engineers responsible for signal integrity, power integrity, hardware,
or system design—especially those working at the nanoscale level.
In Interconnect-centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, we have tried to create a
comprehensive understanding about on-chip interconnect characteristics, design
methodologies, layered views on different abstraction levels and finally about applying the
interconnect-centric design in system-on-chip design. Traditionally, on-chip communication
design has been done using rather ad-hoc and informal approaches that fail to meet some of
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the challenges posed by next-generation SOC designs, such as performance and throughput,
power and energy, reliability, predictability, synchronization, and management of concurrency.
To address these challenges, it is critical to take a global view of the communication problem,
and decompose it along lines that make it more tractable. We believe that a layered approach
similar to that defined by the communication networks community should also be used for onchip communication design. The design issues are handled on physical and circuit layer, logic
and architecture layer, and from system design methodology and tools point of view. Formal
communication modeling and refinement is used to bridge the communication layers, and
network-centric modeling of multiprocessor on-chip networks and socket-based design will
serve the development of platforms for SoC and NoC integration. Interconnect-centric Design
for Advanced SoC and NoC is concluded by two application examples: interconnect and
memory organization in SoCs for advanced set-top boxes and TV, and a case study in NoC
platform design for more generic applications.
Physical Design for 3D Integrated Circuits reveals how to effectively and optimally design 3D
integrated circuits (ICs). It also analyzes the design tools for 3D circuits while exploiting the
benefits of 3D technology. The book begins by offering an overview of physical design
challenges with respect to conventional 2D circuits, and then each chapter delivers an in-depth
look at a specific physical design topic. This comprehensive reference: Contains extensive
coverage of the physical design of 2.5D/3D ICs and monolithic 3D ICs Supplies state-of-the-art
solutions for challenges unique to 3D circuit design Features contributions from renowned
experts in their respective fields Physical Design for 3D Integrated Circuits provides a single,
convenient source of cutting-edge information for those pursuing 2.5D/3D technology.
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